Introduction
While there is an abundance of commentary and criticism on Le Corbusier's effect upon architecture and planning globally -in Europe, Northern Africa, the Americas and the Indian sub-continent -there is very little dealing with other contexts such as Australia. Key survey texts on the history of Australian architecture such as J.M. Freeland's Architecture in Australia (1968) and Donald Leslie Johnson's Australian architecture 1901-51: Sources of Modernism (1980) refer only in passing to Le Corbusier's work as formal inspiration to Australian architects of the mid-20 th century, offering little in the way of critical commentary on his influence. 1 Among them, Australia's most celebrated modernist architect Harry Seidler, whose work is full of references to Le Corbusier that have never been closely examined.
Le Corbusier's links to, and influence in, Australia came about in the dissemination of the architect's works through his publications and through professional journals and magazines; via the travels of Australian architects overseas who witnessed Le Corbusier's work at first hand; through direct contact by architects who had met Le
Corbusier or had worked in his atelier and subsequently practiced in Australia and also his own personal contacts with architects and individuals.
The paper will offer a first appraisal of Le Corbusier's relationship with Australia, providing example of the significant international reach of his ideas to places he was never to set foot. It will consider the ways that Le Corbusier's work underwent translation into Australian architecture and urbanism in the mid to late 20 th century, evidencing its influence in advancing concepts of modernity. The two plans (as sketches) have obvious similarities in terms of their layout. In both instances the city is drawn as a self-contained rectilinear grid with the major civic buildings located outside it, along an edge of the grid. Both plans feature a city encircled by parks and green space, 'never to be built upon,' and each grid is drawn in relation to a landscape 'backdrop' -the hills or mountains against which it is viewed.
Influence through other architects
Beyond these similarities, the Adelaide plan drawing also mirrors Le Corbusier's ideology on urbanism. Adelaide's discrete zoning of dwelling, work, transportation and recreation (marked in the drawing) confirms broadly held ideological beliefs about modern urbanism developed by the architect through the CIAM organization, yet here those ideals of planning are represented through the example of a realised contemporary city. Le Corbusier's overtly rhetorical approach to design would not have admitted the plan of Adelaide -a 19 th century British colonial city founded in southern Australia -as a source or influence for the master plan of Chandigarh yet this drawing provides compelling evidence of a covert connection between the two. The tapestry, which arrived in Denmark in 1960, contains figurative elements drawn from materials sent to Le Corbusier by Utzon -a copy of his original competition drawings for the Opera House as well as and the 1958 Design Report known as 'The Red Book', which contained developed sketch plans and photographs of preliminary models. The elements Le Corbusier incorporated into the tapestry's composition include a tracing of one of Utzon's models for the famous shells and an outline of the original site plan that included the footprint of the tram depot with its distinctive round-ended plan form, which previously occupied the site. The elements are gathered together with other figures using a collage technique that brings a diversity of elements into relation with one another while obscuring their particular origin in much the same way the architect drew on images of objects -stones and driftwood -converting them into material for his abstract compositions in painting. 
Conclusion
While the significance of Le Corbusier to the history and theory of 20th modern architecture and urban planning, and their worldwide impact, is well known his connections to Australia have previously been assumed to be nonexistent or indirect at most. Yet there is an account to be made of Le Corbusier's contacts and influence that could add appreciably to the history of modern architecture and urbanism in Australia and provide fresh perspectives to the body of knowledge on Le Corbusier. The dispersed and fragmentary episodes briefly described in this paper touch on significant themes in the architect's post war work -his beliefs regarding modern urbanism, his approach to art practice in relation to architecture, and his performance in collaborating with fellow architects (an aspect of his career that remains little examined). In each case Le Corbusier's contacts with Australia offer opportunities to understand, in microcosm, larger questions and issues. In this sense Le Corbusier's encounters with Australia reveal a two-way exchange, showing the impact of his ideas and projects on Australian-based architects while also revealing counter-influences on Le Corbusier in his post-war career. Despite the fact that the architect never set foot on the island-continent there is more to know of his influence there.
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